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Style
Look up-to-date
in a flash

B

urgundy lips, check. Flawless
skin, check. Short, sharp
fringe — working on it . . .
The new season is with us
and that means one thing:
it’s time to take a long hard look in the
mirror. Whether you decide to opt for a
full make-up bag makeover or try
something new with your hair, here’s
my pick of the best updates.
The first base
At Victoria Beckham, Maison Margiela,
and Loewe, clear, luminescent skin was
the true star, with Pat McGrath
applying little or no visible blush. The
best of the new foundations double as
concealers, and are designed to turn
patchwork complexions into porcelain,
as long as you apply only where needed
and blend. Hourglass’s fantastic new
Vanish Seamless Finish Foundation
Stick (£42) comes in 26 shades; while
Tom Ford’s Waterproof Foundation/
Concealer (£64) can also be used all
over. Start with Dior’s Fix-It Colour
(£23.50) to prime and adjust skin tone.

Kathleen Baird-Murray
Beauty

The hair product
Whether it’s to create soft finger waves
at the front of an otherwise everyday
ponytail (as at Stella McCartney) or to
add a raw-looking texture to a layered
or dishevelled cut (as at Acne), Wella’s
EIMI Sugar Lift (£9.70) is the product

Eugene Souleiman won’t be without.
The hugely in-demand hairstylist at
the shows says, “It’s basically a blowdry lotion with a bit more stick and
guts. So you can control the hair and
move the hair around but it will still
stay where you put it.”
The haircut
Another simple hair step-up? “The
trend for fringes was big last season,
and it continues this season,” says
Souleiman, who used fringed wigs at
Maison Margiela to give an instant dose
of high-voltage attitude. “It’s a great
and easy way to update your look.”
The name-drop splurge
The make-up artist Lucia Pica’s
much-anticipated first drop for Chanel
is underpinned by her passion for red,
and includes a surprisingly wearable
red-brown liner (Stylo Yeux
Waterproof Long-Lasting Eyeliner in
Eros, £19), and great textures and
finishes — the classic red nail colour is
given its own gloss coat, with Rouge
Radical (£18).
The burgundy lip
Burgundy is the lip colour this autumn
(once again). At Louis Vuitton and Dior
it was intensely glossy, with a gleaming,
lacquered finish; at Versace it was rich
and glittery; while at Bottega Veneta it

was a deep brown. For an entry-point
burgundy (super-easy to apply, thanks
to the triangular tip) I love By Terry’s
Rouge-Expert Click Stick in Dark
Purple (£24.50); for a glossy (but not
annoyingly sticky) finish, try
Illamasqua’s Lip Lure in Jus (£19.50);
or for a more brown-toned shade
there’s Chanel Rouge Allure Velvet in
Audace (£26).
The party pick-me-up
Burberry’s new Shimmer Dust Loose
Glitter (£20) comes in gold and black,
as seen lighting up models’ faces on
their runway. Scatter between the
outer corner of the eye and the
cheekbone and you’re ready to go.
The Sharpie-look eyeliner
The daring will go for full-on surrealist
eyes as created by Tom Pecheux at
Altuzarra that looked like random
doodlings with a black Sharpie. Most of
us will prefer the super sharp cat-eye
as seen at Versace (pictured right)
where McGrath used a Max Factor
Masterpiece High Precision Eye Liner
in Black (£8). Two new liners also
promise the ease of a felt-tip: YSL’s
Couture Eye Marker (£25.50) has a
broad tip for thicker lines and
pointed edge for a sharper finish,
while Guerlain’s Precision Felt Eyeliner
(£27) is great for detailing.

Autumn
unlocked

The fashion fragrance
Hermès’ new fragrance Galop (£183)
is the first by in-house perfumer
Christine Nagel and is a sensual blend
of leather notes, with saffron, rose and
the subtle addition of quince.

The daring will go
for full-on surrealist
eyes. Most of us
will prefer the
super sharp cat-eye

The elongated nail
The quickest way to update your nails
is to do nothing — let them grow. “I
recommend a tiny bit of length and a
perfectly manicured oval shape,” says
nail artist Deborah Lippmann. Subtle
colours give elegance and refinement,
but try bolder shades elsewhere.
“You’ll see a lot of variations of nude on
fingers balanced with dark on toes,”
says Lippmann. Try two coats of her
sheer, pale bisque shade Like Dreamers
Do (£16) on fingers, and save classic
Chanel Rouge Noir for the toes.
@kathleen_bairdmurray

Versace AW16 — Catwalking

Today with the FT
Look out for The Art
of Fashion, a new
supplement featuring
interviews with
Nicolas Ghesquière
and Giorgio Armani
and a guide to the season’s artinspired trends. It’s also on
FT.com/fashion.

The frilly blouse

Catwalking

Moving on from the crisp, cotton boyfriend shirts
of spring, the new season blouses are at the
opposite end of the gender spectrum. Crafted from
whisper-thin chiffons and covered in frills, they
are girly and ostentatious. No amount of
decoration is too much, with ribbon-tied poet
collars, voluminous cuffs and ruffled yokes all
thrown into the mix. Colour, too, is important:
bold, saccharine shades of sugared pink and
candy apple dominate. Of course, simpler
styles are available, with MaxMara Studio and
Balenciaga offering pussy-bow blouses in a
neutral palette — but
where’s the fun (and
flirtation) in that?

Shopping | As new season styles start dropping
into stores, Grace Cook opens the wardrobe
door on the key pieces for the months ahead

Joseph

Building on the sweatpant trend, the
easy-to-style appeal of wide-leg
trousers guarantees maximum wear
throughout the season. The
elongated leg gives
an elegant
silhouette while
super-soft fabrics
ensure they feel
suitable for slumber.
“My trousers are
adaptable and can be
worn with anything
from a white T-shirt
to a black Smoking
jacket,” says Serena
Bute of her
elasticated-waist
track-trousers, which
have been snapped
up by Matches
Fashion.

Above: Miu
Miu, £595
brownsfashion.
com; Right:
Giamba, £573,
farfetch.com

The knee-boot
Céline and Isabel Marant’s loose,
1970s style boots offer a silhouette
not dissimilar to — though far more
chic than — a wellington. Hitting the
calf and above, they are perfect with
midi-length dresses and skirts. Most
flattering with a mid-height heel —
make it chunky for maximum comfort.

Above: Serena
Bute, £420;
Left: AWAKE,
£686, both
matchesfashion.com

Right: Vetements, £1,240,
matchesfashion.com;
Far right: £980, Céline
Above: Céline Fall 2016

The floral dress

Burberry

Erdem

From far left: £39.99, H&M;
Preen Line, £545,
matchesfashion.com

It’s time to have fun with
accessories: this season your
handbag should be a rainbow
of colour — a sweet token of
childlike charm hanging off
the end of your arm,
embellished with trinkets and
insects and robot faces galore.
Simple satchel shapes have been
made ladylike with grab handles
and heavy curb-chain cross-body
straps. Fendi’s chameleon double
micro baguette bag (£1,720) has
crystal and flower studding on
one side, and a classic plain flap
opening on the other, giving you a
bag for every mood.

Autumn/winter’s outerwear came
with a distinct military flair. It was
a key trend at Burberry, where
Christopher Bailey showed
13 different versions. The
season’s offerings fall into two
camps: the luxe tailored
blazer and the casual
cotton throw-on
infantry jacket. For
something special, look
to Gucci’s button-up
jacket that is almost a
replica of those worn
by the Prussian Light
Infantry — albeit with
the addition of some
charming bumblebee
appliqué.

From top: £1,720, Fendi.com;
Paula Cademartori, £1,342,
farfetch.com; Gucci,
£2,210, matchesfashion.com

Top: Valentino, £3,880, farfetch.com.
Above: Gucci, £2,050, net-a-porter.com

The collegiate sweater

Above right:
Marni, £660,
matchesfashion.
com; Right:
Chloé, £1,125,
net-a-porter.com

Despite the muted palette, this
season’s skirts are anything but
ordinary: the interesting details make
a statement all their own — whether
it’s quirky ruching or an elegant
waterfall-hem. Pair
with a sweater and
long boots, and go
for hems that
flounce and
froth around
the calf.

JW Anderson

Above:
Balenciaga,
£495, matchesfashion.com
Left: Lanvin,
£659,
farfetch. com

The asymmetric skirt

“Vetements, Balenciaga and OffWhite have ignited a streetwear
influence this season,” says Lisa
Aiken, buying director at Net-aPorter. But these sporty sweaters
go beyond the hoodie and take
inspiration from college playing
fields — a synthesis of an
all-American track top
and 1970s sportswear.
Best when worn with
leather trousers, as at
Louis Vuitton.

Louis Vuitton

Valentino

The nude roll-neck
The most understated yet
impactful top of the season is
the nude roll-neck. The almostinvisible sweater was seen at
Céline, Loewe and
Valentino, where it
was shown
under a velvet
slip. Sweaters
for eveningwear?
Actually, yes:
flattering putty tops
are perfect for adding
layers (and warmth)
to otherwise delicate
outfits. For
something less
dressy, wear under
oversized shirts.

The playful bag

The military jacket

Florals aren’t just for spring.
You’ll find miniature daisies
and forget-me-nots
scattered all over crêpe
midi-dresses this season.
Consider it the Vetements
effect: what started as a
single cult flowery
asymmetric dress two
seasons ago has turned
into a full-blown
sartorial love affair. Partprairie, part-grunge, the
slightly sloppy cuts and
moody background
hues make them
anything but sweet.
Wear with chunky boots
for added attitude.

Far right:
Elizabeth &
James, £305;
Right: JW
Anderson, £465,
both net-a-porter.com

Simone Rocha

The wide-leg trouser

